Webinar How To Maintain Motivation And Become A
Lifelong Student Of Success
Faculty of Agriculture, University of Medan Area Agrotechnology Study Program held a
webinar entitled Webinar Motivation with the topic "Nothing is Imposible, How to Maintain
Motivation and Be Successful Lifelong Learner".
Where the webinar was immediately opened by the Rector of the University of Medan Area,
Prof. Dadan Ramdan, M. Eng, M.Sc and the moderator of this webinar is Mr. Ifan Aulia
Candra, SP, M. Biotek.
In the webinar, the Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture, Dr. Ir. Syahbudin Hasibuan, M. Si. As
for the speakers at this webinar were Mrs. Fasidah Alimudin (Master Candidate from the
University of Oulu Finland & Awaredee of PMDSU Scholarship) and Mr. Bayu Afnovandra
Perdana (Doctor Candidate from the University of Andalas & Awardee of PMDSU
scholarships) with participants who attended more than 300 people from various backgrounds
such as lecturers, teachers, students and high school (high school) students are running
smoothly.
In this webinar Mrs. Fasidah explained why we must learn about the science of learning and
how to have skills to learn. In the presentation explained by Mrs. Fasidah that the tips for
success were built from simple and everyday habits such as starting with reading two lines of
reading, starting to write two lines of writing, starting by allocating 15 minutes a day to study
and other tips presented, to be more complete , can download the following link A leader for
Success.
Different from the explanation explained by Faridah, related to the success tips explained, Mr.
Bayu Afnovandra explained through his presentation about motivation and learning challenges
in the millennial era, as explained by Mr. Bayu through his presentation that the millennial
generation experiences confusion in the learning process caused by several factors such as
understanding difficult material, erratic learning curriculum, no place to ask questions directly,
barriers to learning due to such as cell phones, games, social media, learning difficulties
themselves.

But bayu also explained how the tricks in motivating someone to learn, including: Create
passion, time management, prioritizing priorities, and other points that can be downloaded at
the following link Motivation in Learning.

